
  



    



    

URBAN WARRIOR 

Take influence from inner-
city couriers.

STREAMLINED 

Feature strong and clean
silhouettes.

PLASTIC FANTASTIC 

Employ saturated plastic 
in vivid tones.

TECHNOLOGIC

Fuse technology and street
style for new results.

MECHANICAL WARFARE

Add detail inspired by 
army wares.



    



    

DOUBLE VISION: Feature reflective iridium lenses in bright, shiny tones for true street style. 

NECK LACE: Add a simple strap in active fabric for sunglasses that can be worn around the neck.



    

HAPPY PLASTIC: Give eyewear some attitude with plastic power frames in saturated hues. 

GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION: Be sharp with statement sunglasses, cut in acute 

angular formations.



    

ROBOT ROCK: Recall 80s robotic eyewear with super strong frames that lie 

wide and narrow. 

COLOR CODE: Insert purple or yellow tinted lenses into clear plastic 

frames for cool contrast.



    

TECHNOLOGIC: Create rugged technology by combining street style dog tags with USB keys. 

MILITARY MAN: Use brushed aluminum casings on metal ball chains for an authentic combative feel.



    

STREET FIGHTER: Mimic urban fortification with sharp studs and spikes on chunky key chains. 

TOUGH TEXTILE: Feature tarnished metals in burnished beiges, blues and blacks.



    

POWER PLASTICS: Feature plastic as a prominent player on the accessories scene this summer.

Opaque, translucent and saturated plastics will feature in strong silhouettes for statement street style.

Complete watches and eyewear in bright, vivid neons of yellow, green and blue for maximum impact.



    

TICK TOCK: Reference detonator devices for oversized and overprotected watches. 

TIME’S UP: Take influence from heavy metal casings and shell grenade covers for side 

details.



    

MESH MASH: Use perforated mesh fabrics in muted fluorescent tones for breathable MP3 armbands. 

SUPER SIZE: Add oversized zips in vivid, contrasting colors for textural depth.



    

SHOW & TELL: Emblazon peaked caps with graphic graffiti prints in acidic neons. 

FABRIC FOCUS: Finish rounded crowns in lightweight cotton for easy summer style.



    

COOL COURIER: Reference urban cyclists with fingerless gloves in active, sporty fabrics. 

LAYER UP: Create graphic texture with layered fabric paneling in clashing colors.



    

STREET HERITAGE: Feature tartan printed scarves in traditional red, blue and black. 

METAL MAN: Toughen silhouettes with layered grommets and severe studs for urban attitude.



  

NEW GRAPHICS: Be eclectic and edgy with a mix of graphic prints inspired by urban 

camouflage. Focus will shift to socks this summer season, with illustrative patterns 

in crazy combinations as a highlight to footwear. Feature a variety of strong tones 

in muted washes for a vivid result.


